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Under the 2015 Paris climate agreement, each Party sets its own mitigation target by sub-
mitting a Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) every five years. An important question
is whether including conditional components in NDCs might enhance the agreement’s effective-
ness. We report the results of a closely controlled laboratory experiment — based on a mixed
sequential-simultaneous public good game with one leader and three followers — that helps an-
swer this question. The experiment investigates how two factors influence the effectiveness of
leadership based on intrinsically conditional commitments. Measuring effectiveness in terms of
followers’and total contributions, we find that it may help if the conditional promise is credible
and if its implementation influences followers’welfare substantially. Importantly, however, for
both factors we find a significant effect only if the leader does not reap disproportionate gains from
the group’s efforts. These findings have important implications concerning the future success of
the Paris agreement.
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1 Introduction

In the 2015 Paris Agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), each Party sets its own mitigation target by submitting a so-called Na-
tionally Determined Contribution (NDC) every five years. Many Parties have stated conditions
for the full implementation of their first-round NDC (UNFCCC 2015). In particular, some Par-
ties have made their commitments conditional on the level of mitigation undertaken by other
Parties. We refer to such cases as intrinsic conditions. In contrast, extrinsic conditions make
mitigation commitments conditional on other countries’ non-mitigation efforts, such as finan-
cial and technological support. An important question is whether intrinsic conditions, extrinsic
conditions, or both, might enhance the effectiveness of the Paris agreement.
While extrinsic conditions have figured prominently in the UNFCCC in relation to action by

developing countries,1 intrinsic conditions — the focus of this paper —have less of a record in
climate negotiations. However, as part of their 2020 pledges under the Cancun agreement, the
European Union and Norway promised to cut emissions an additional 10% conditional on strong
mitigation commitments by other Parties (UNFCCC 2011b). These intrinsically conditional
commitments had little (if any) effect on other countries; hence, they were not implemented.

1For example, the Cancun agreement states that developing countries’ mitigation shall be "supported and
enabled by technology, financing, and capacity-building" (UNFCCC 2011a).
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Intrinsically conditional commitments also constitute a central element in Victor’s (2011) club
approach to climate cooperation outside the UNFCCC. Victor (2011) suggests that cooperation
should begin with agreements between small groups of enthusiastic countries. The “backbone”
of his approach is a series of conditional offers, whereby enthusiastic countries (leaders) would
outline what they are willing and able to do, conditional on what other countries (followers) offer
and implement. Moreover, reluctant countries would be enticed to join the club via "exclusive
and contingent" measures, such as preferential market access for club members.2

Hence, an important question concerning climate cooperation both inside and outside the
UNFCCC process is whether and, if so, under which conditions an intrinsically conditional
commitment by one or a few countries (or actors) might increase others’willingness to make
deep emission cuts.
We present the results from a closely controlled laboratory experiment specifically designed

to inform the conditionality debate. Thus, we respond to the recent call by Finus et al. (2017)
for more research on mechanisms that might trigger more urgent collective action on climate
change. This paper contributes in four main ways:
First, our experiment is — to the best of our knowledge —the first one to study leadership

by conditional commitments. The basic preference configuration underlying the NDC process
resembles the one found in one of the most widely studied games in experimental economics, the
voluntary contribution mechanism game, also known as the public goods game. We study a novel
variant of this game, with one leader and three followers, to assess the effectiveness of leadership
by intrinsically conditional commitments. We measure effectiveness in terms of influence on
followers’and total contributions to the public good.
Second, our results suggest that effectiveness is enhanced if the leader’s conditional promise

is credible, that is, if followers have reason to believe that fulfilling the leader’s stated condition
will actually cause the leader’s promise to be implemented. Effectiveness is also enhanced if the
leader can influence the followers’welfare substantially by implementing its conditional promise.
It is well known that behaviour in the lab often deviates substantially from predictions derived
from standard game-theoretic assumptions (see the next section). It is therefore interesting that,
concerning the two above-mentioned factors, our results are largely in keeping with predictions
derived from standard assumptions.
Third, and most importantly, our results do deviate from standard game-theoretic predictions

in one significant respect: For both of the aforementioned factors we find a significant effect only
if the leader does not reap disproportionate gains from the group’s collective efforts. This finding
suggests that effi cient contribution norms do not easily evolve in groups where leaders benefit
significantly more than followers from collective efforts.
Finally, even though the factors we study have a substantial effect on contributions, the

outcome remains severely suboptimal even under favorable conditions. Thus, our results indicate
that leadership by conditional commitments can only bring about effi cient mitigation levels if
supplemented by other measures. This finding provides some caution to the most optimistic
supporters of the Paris agreement.
The environment we study is highly stylized: The game’s structure is public knowledge; the

sequence of moves, the time horizon, time periods, payoffs, and contributions are all unam-
biguously defined; subjects can observe behaviour without delay or noise; and all decisions are
anonymous. This stylized environment only slightly resembles real-world settings where condi-
tional commitments are or can be used. Thus, the external validity of our results should be
checked through field studies if and when relevant field data become available. This being said,

2Victor (2011) also suggests that agreements should (a) be nonbinding, (b) entail high flexibility concerning
choice of policy strategies, and (c) focus on policies that governments actually control, rather than on emission
levels (which in large part depend on factors beyond governmental control).
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we provide some suggestive evidence in online appendix A indicating that our subjects’behaviour
does not deviate significantly from that of elite decision makers.3

An experimental design built on a stylized environment has its advantages. Empirical field
data from international negotiations are not only scant; they also suffer from well-known problems
such as endogeneity, selection on unobservables, omitted third variables, and reverse causality.
Experiments permit randomization over treatments and truly exogenous variation in the ex-
planatory variables; hence, the conditions (if any) under which conditional commitments might
be effective can be investigated by systematically manipulating the structure of interactions.
In section 2, we review relevant literature. In section 3, we outline our model and treatments.

In section 4, we provide details about the experiment’s design and implementation. In section 5,
we present our results. Finally, in section 6 we conclude and discuss some important implications
of our results for the process established by the Paris agreement.

2 Related Literature

Much game-theoretic research on international environmental agreements is based on (variants
of) a two-stage game, where countries first decide whether to participate in the agreement and
then determine their mitigation efforts. Classic contributions include Barrett (1994, 2003) and
Carraro and Siniscalco (1993, 1998). Most of these contributions predict very low levels of
participation. Thus, many economists and game-theorists were surprised by the very broad
participation in the Paris agreement. However, attempts have also been made to explain how
higher participation levels might be achieved (for recent reviews, see Carattini et al. 2017; Hovi
et al. 2015). We contribute to these attempts by exploring how (a particular form of) leadership
might enhance cooperation.
Our research draws on and contributes to five more specific strands of literature. The first

consists of theoretic (mostly game-theoretic) work on leadership in the form of unilateral emis-
sions reductions. This strand offers very little support for the conjecture that unilateral action
will induce other countries to follow suit. Using a two-country model, Hoel (1991) demonstrates
that if one country (the leader) undertakes unilateral emissions reductions, the other country
(the follower, which is assumed to be motivated by self-interest) may well increase its own emis-
sions. The reason is that the leader’s unilateral action diminishes the follower’s marginal benefit
of emissions reductions. Hoel also finds that unilateral emissions reductions may cause interna-
tional climate change negotiations to result in an agreement with higher total emissions than if
both countries act selfishly (in which case no unilateral action will occur).
Several more recent studies support Hoel’s results. For example, Buchholz et al. (1998) find

that other countries’ free riding will likely offset unilateral efforts by one or a few countries.
Thus, in their model (which closely resembles Hoel’s) a coalition acting unilaterally can generate
net benefits to its members only if it includes all major emitters. Similarly, using a coalition
model, Holtsmark (2013) shows that if one country were to announce ambitious and unconditional
emissions reductions before international negotiations take place, this may reduce the ambition of
the international agreement.4 Lastly, using an incomplete-information model, Konrad and Thum
(2014) find that a unilateral and unconditional commitment to reducing emissions diminishes the
gains from global cooperation and hence makes it more diffi cult to reach an effective international
agreement. In contrast to these pessimistic findings, Buchholz and Sandler (2017) demonstrate

3The online appendix can be found on the home pages of this journal.
4Common to these game-theoretic studies is that they ignore the possibility of "no-regret" options for reducing

emissions of greenhouse gases. Ott and Oberthür (1999) suggest that a leader might cause global emissions reduc-
tions by demonstrating such options’attractiveness to other countries. However, this alleged effect would seem
to presuppose that the leader has superior knowledge concerning no-regret options – a rather strong assumption.
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that incorporating ideas from behavioural economics — in particular a desire for reciprocity
and a “warm-glow-of-giving”— entails that leadership might influence followers’ contributions
positively.
A second strand consists of game-theoretic work focusing on the prospects for transforming

the climate change mitigation game from a social-dilemma game to a coordination game. The
underlying assumption is that countries are much better at solving coordination games than they
are at solving social-dilemma games. For example, Barrett (2003) shows how trade restrictions
and technology standards might serve this function. Moreover, Barrett and Dannenberg (2012)
find that a looming climate disaster with a known emissions threshold could transform the climate
cooperation dilemma into a coordination game.
The third strand contains political science and economics work that is more empirically ori-

ented than the contributions in the first and second strands. While political scientists studying
climate leadership and minilateralism have been more concerned with fairness than with ef-
fectiveness,5 Skodvin and Andresen (2006) present a case study of the EU’s attempt to exert
leadership by saving the Kyoto Protocol after the US repudiation in 2001. They conclude that,
although EU leadership was instrumental to Kyoto’s entry into force, the resulting agreement
was a mini-regime with "miniscule impact on climate change abatement". Their conclusion is
supported by a recent econometric study by Almer and Winkler (2017), who find “very little ev-
idence”for the hypothesis that Kyoto 1 influenced the emissions in the major Annex B emitters
with binding targets. In another quantitative study, McLean and Stone (2012) find that Kyoto
1 is best understood as a case of the “Europeanization of international politics”, whereby the
EU was able to emerge as a key agenda setter, while its member countries subordinated their
domestic climate politics to international cooperation.
Combining simulations with case studies, Underdal et al. (2012) focus specifically on lead-

ership by conditional commitments. They argue that such leadership can work—but only under
rather strict conditions. In particular, they find that successful leadership requires that two con-
ditions be fulfilled: First, the leader must promise to undertake substantial additional emissions
reductions if other countries fulfill the stated requirements. Second, the leader’s promise must
be credible, so that followers expect the leader to implement its promise of additional emissions
reductions if (and only if) other countries fulfill the leader’s stated conditions. It may be noted
that these conditions, which resemble the corresponding conditions necessary for a threat to be
effective (e.g., see Schelling 1960), also motivate our experiment.6

The fourth strand comprises experimental studies on public goods games with a provision
threshold. Such games typically contain effi cient equilibria, which might facilitate cooperation,
especially with a sequential protocol (Erev and Rapoport 1990). However, threshold uncertainty
can make coordination diffi cult and might constrain contributions even in the presence of a
contribution threshold (Barrett and Dannenberg 2012, 2014; Dannenberg et al. 2015). On
the other hand, voting concerning subjects’aggregate and/or individual contributions seem to
practically guarantee successful coordination in threshold public goods games (Feige et al. 2014).
These results are important for our experiment, where a conditional contribution by a leader can
transform the game amongst the followers into a coordination game. Tavoni et al. (2011)
investigates a public goods game in which total contributions below a given threshold makes
everyone loose their remaining money with 50% probability. They find that in this environment
heterogenous endowments makes success less likely, while communication has the opposite effect.
Using a similar set-up Milinski et al. (2008) demonstrate that increasing the contingent failure
probability increases the probability of succeeding in reaching the threshold. A recent experiment

5See e.g., Eckersley (2012) and Maltais (2014).
6Weischer et al. (2012) elaborate on the conditions for a promise to be effective in the context of climate

change.
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finds that cooperation is larger and more stable if it affects the probability rather than the size
of damages (Köke et al. 2015).
Finally, the fifth strand consists of a small but growing body of experimental research on

leadership in public goods games. It is well known that subjects’ behaviour in public goods
experiments tends to deviate systematically from standard game-theoretic predictions, which
are based on the assumptions of purely self-interested motivation and common knowledge of
rationality. In particular, subjects in public goods experiments contribute and (when given
the opportunity) punish substantially more than suggested by the stark zero-contribution, zero-
punishment predictions of standard game theory. The reasons for these deviations have been
extensively explored in the literature (see e.g., Chauduri 2011; Fehr and Gächter 2000; Kosfeld
et al. 2009; McEvoy 2010; McEvoy et al. 2011; Ostrom 2000; and Ostrom et al. 1992).
A number of other findings from experimental economics also provide relevant background

for our experiment. For small groups (4 to 10 subjects) and sizable marginal per capita return on
contributions (MPCR between 0.30 and 0.75), group size does not significantly affect contribution
behaviour. In contrast, the MPCR, controlled for group size, significantly influences contributions
in small-group, high-MPCR settings (Isaach and Walker 1988). Weimann et al. (2012) find that
this relationship holds even for sizable groups (40 to 60 subjects) and for very low MPCRs
(0.02 and 0.04). This finding indicates that small-group behaviour in the lab is also relevant for
large-scale problems where the marginal benefits of individual contributions to a public good are
negligible, as is typically the case for global emissions reductions.
Cherry et al. (2005) find that heterogeneously endowed subjects contribute significantly less

than homogeneously endowed subjects do. In contrast, Reuben and Riedl (2013) find that both
heterogeneous endowments and heterogeneous returns produce approximately a doubling of con-
tributions relative to the contributions in homogeneous groups when no punishment is available.
However, when punishments are introduced, the increase in contributions is substantially weaker
with heterogeneous MPCRs than with heterogeneous endowments. The authors conclude that
subjects converge on effi cient contribution norms even when endowments differ, but not when
subjects benefit unevenly from public goods provision. According to Reuben and Riedl (2013),
uneven benefits give rise to conflicting contribution norms.7 Such conflicting norms hamper co-
operation. There are important differences in the design of these studies that may account for
the differences in results. In Cherry et al. (2005), the experiment is one shot in groups of 4 while
endowments are either earned or randomly allocated. In Reuben and Reidl (2013), endowments
are random and the design is a 10 period partner-matching with groups of 3. However, Ruben
and Reidl (2013) only analyze the final 5 periods. Furthermore, Cherry et al. (2005) use 4
earning levels, while Reuben and Reidl (2013) use only 2.8

Most public goods experiments implement simultaneous moves. In contrast, only a handful
lets one group member (a leader) make its contribution decision before the other group members
(the followers). Güth et al. (2007) find that experiments with (unconditional) leadership trigger
higher average contributions than standard public goods experiments with simultaneous moves
do. This difference in contributions is statistically significant, yet substantially moderate. Thus,
while unconditional leadership enhances cooperation, it comes nowhere near fully solving the
underlying collective action problem.9 This result is supported by Levati et al. (2007), who find

7Fisher et al (1995) find that a player’s MPCR has a strong positive effect on that player’s contribution, but
find no effect of MPCR heterogeneity on group contributions.

8An early study that investigates heterogenous MPCRs is Fischer et al. (1995). They use a combined between-
and within subjects design and find that high MPCR types tend to contribute more than low MPCR types.

9Compared to the baseline in which all subjects choose simultaneously, average contributions (over all periods
and all groups) increase by 13.5 percentage points (from 40 percent in the baseline). In an additional treatment
the leader is granted the right to exclude one member of the group from consuming the public benefits in the
next period. This treatment increases average contributions by 39 percentage points compared to the baseline.
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that the effect of unconditional leadership is even weaker (but still significant) when subjects’
endowments differ and this difference is public knowledge.
Gächter et al. (2010) find that reciprocator types contribute significantly more than self-

interested types acting in the role of leader do.10 A substantial part of this effect, however, is
due to so-called false consensus. Reciprocator types initially tend to overestimate the number
of other reciprocators in the population and hence contribute substantially in the first round.
However, they are disappointed when other followers’contributions prove lower than expected.
Disappointment due to false consensus may, at least partly, explain why average contributions
are falling over time in the experiments such as the ones conducted by Güth et al. (2007) and
Levati et al. (2007)11

In contrast, Rivas and Sutter (2011) find a substantial effect of leadership on contributions
when leaders are permitted to self-select (rather than being allocated) into the leader role.12

Moreover, with voluntary leadership, average contributions do not appear to be falling over
time. These findings lend some support to the conjecture that enthusiastic leaders may make
a difference. However, in the set-up of Rivas and Sutter leaders are not permitted to condition
their contributions on follower behaviour– which is the focus of our experiment.
Of the contributions reviewed here, only Underdal et al. (2012) consider leadership by con-

ditional commitments (as we do). Using Güth et al.’s unconditional leadership treatment as
baseline, we introduce several novel treatments that aim at pinpointing the conditions under
which leadership by intrinsically conditional commitments can or will be effective. Our treat-
ments introduce changes step by step, so that only a single experimental design element differs
from one treatment to the next.

3 Model and Treatments

Consider a three-stage one-shot game where one player is randomly selected as leader (L), while
the other n − 1 players are followers (F ). Each player is endowed with zk units of a numéraire
good (with k = {L,F}).

In stage one, the leader decides how much of its endowment to contribute to a public account
for the group. In our eight main treatments (T3 through T10), the leader can also promise to
top up its contribution in stage three, provided that the followers’average contribution exceeds
a minimum specified by the leader.13

In stage two, followers– having observed the leader’s contribution and conditional promise
(if any)– decide simultaneously how much of their endowment they will contribute to the public
account; thus, player i’s contribution ci must satisfy ci ∈ [0, zk]. Once made, the followers’
aggregate contributions are observed by the n players.14

Given our motivation, however, this sanctioning mechanism is not very interesting. A viable global climate is a
pure public good, and excluding states from its benefits is not feasible.
10 In this study the distribution of types is extracted using the strategy method (proposed by Selten 1967) prior

to actual decision-making in the experiment.
11As suggested by an anonymous reviewer, false consensus might also explain why a small country such as

Switzerland chose to present a highly ambitious INDC very early in the process leading up to the Paris agreement.
Carattini et al. (2017) suggest that the Scandinavian countries’ introduction of carbon taxes in the early 1990s
(Finland 1990, Sweden and Norway 1991, Denmark 1992) may have contributed to starting a reciprocating process
that eventually facilitated the Kyoto Protocol and even the Paris Agreement. However, they explicitly state that
they are unable to decide whether false consensus played a role in this case.
12Compared to the simultaneous-choice baseline (with average contributions of 40 percent) voluntary leadership

increases average contributions by almost 23 percentage points.
13 In T1 and T2, the leader cannot make such a conditional promise.
14 If followers move in a pre-determined sequence and promises are non-binding, a unique equilibrium exists in

which no player contributes (by backwards induction). If promises are binding, a cooperative equilibrium exist in
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In stage three, the leader’s contribution can be increased (unless the leader contributed its
entire endowment in stage one). In some of our treatments, the leader is free to choose whether
it will top up its contribution and, if so, by how much. In other treatments, a computer program
automatically implements the leader’s conditional promise whenever followers fulfill the leader’s
condition. All treatments except T1 include this third stage (T1 consists of stages one and two
only, and replicates Güth et al. 2007).

Contributions are multiplied by a factor (greater than unity and less than the number of
players in the group) before being divided on all group members– either evenly or relative to the
players’endowments (see Table 1). Unless a contribution can be pivotal for increasing one or
more other players’contributions, it is a strictly dominant strategy to contribute zero units to
the public account (assuming rationality, self-interested motivation, and complete information).
Our 10 treatments were designed to study under what conditions leadership by conditional

commitment will effectively enhance followers’ contributions (Table 1). We are particularly
interested in the effects of (1) giving the leader the possibility to explicitly state its conditions
for topping up; (2) making the leader’s conditional promise binding (i.e., fully credible); (3)
expanding the leader’s endowment; and (4) increasing the leader’s MPCR.15

Player i’s payoff πi equals:

πi = zk − ci + αk

n∑
i=1

ci

Here the first right-side term (zk) represents player i’s endowment, the second (ci) represents
player i’s contribution,16 and the third represents player i’s benefit from its own and others’
contributions, with αk representing the MPCR. In all treatments, n = 4 and zF = 100. The
values of zL, αL, and αF vary across treatments (see Table 1). Our design keeps the social return
on contributions to the public good constant as we vary αL and αF over treatments.17 ,18

addition to the non-cooperative one. With a pre-determined sequence of moves and binding promises, however, a
unique subgame-perfect equilibrium exists. This is in contrast to the case where followers move simultaneously,
and where there may be multiple ways to play the cooperative equilibrium (see below).
15 Interpreting (3) and (4) in a climate context: A leader can be "big" in two ways; by having a large endowment,

which can be interpreted as having a large capacity to emit; and by having a large marginal benefit of abatement,
which can be interpreted as having a large population benefiting from it.
16For the leader, ci represents the sum of its contribution in stage 1 and its contribution in stage 3.
17Specifically, αL + 3αF = 1.6 both when αL = αF = 0.4 and when αL = 0.64 and αF = 0.32.
18More generally, our design enables us to vary each of our three main parameters (credibility, leverage and

even/uneven distribution of the gains from cooperation), while keeping the other two constant. To do this, we
need a total of eight treatments (T3 through T10).
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Treatment Short description Detailed description zL αL αF
T1 Baseline/control Standard sequential-simultaneous public 100 0.4 0.4

goods game. Leader moves first and
followers move simultaneously after having
observed the leader’s contribution.

T2 Implicit conditionality As T1, except that leader can top up 100 0.4 0.4
(i.e., make a second contribution decision)
in stage three, after having observed the
followers contributions.

T3 Explicit conditionality, As T2, except that leader can make a 100 0.4 0.4
nonbinding promise nonbinding, conditional promise to top up.

The condition is that the followers’average
contribution must exceed a minimum
chosen by the leader.

T4 Explicit conditionality, As T3, except that the leader’s promise is 100 0.4 0.4
binding promise binding, in the sense that if the leader’s

stated condition is fulfilled, then the
promise is automatically implemented by
the computer.

T5 Explicit conditionality, As T4, except that the leader’s share 100 0.64 0.32
binding promise, public gains of the gains from the public account equals
shared unevenly twice that of a follower.

T6 Explicit conditionality, As T4 except that the leader’s endowment 200 0.4 0.4
binding promise, big leader, equals twice that of a follower.
public gains shared evenly

T7 Explicit conditionality, As T4, except that the leader’s endowment 200 0.64 0.32
binding promise, big leader, equals twice that of a follower and that the
public gains shared unevenly leader’s share of the gains equals twice

that of a follower.
T8 Explicit conditionality, As T5, except that the leader’s promise 100 0.64 0.32

nonbinding promise, public is nonbinding.
gains shared unevenly

T9 Explicit conditionality, As T6, except that the leader’s promise 200 0.4 0.4
nonbinding promise, big is nonbinding.
leader, public gains shared
evenly

T10 Explicit conditionality, As T7, except that the leader’s promise 200 0.64 0.32
nonbinding promise, big is nonbinding.
leader, public gains shared
unevenly

Table 1: Treatments. zL : the leaders endowment; αk: MPCR for player k (k = L,F )

We begin by considering a situation in which the assumptions of what we might call the
“standard model”apply: In this situation, it is common knowledge that all n players are rational
and purely self-regarding. Based on these assumptions, what will be the game’s subgame-perfect
equilibrium? The answer depends on whether the leader’s promise is binding.
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First, consider the case where the leader’s promise is nonbinding, so that in stage three, the
leader is free to choose whether it will keep or violate its promise (if any) from stage one. Using
backward induction we find that in stage three, the leader will contribute zero. The reason is
that the marginal cost of contributing one unit is 1, whereas the marginal private benefit of
contributing one unit is only αL (< 1). Moreover, contributing a positive amount in stage three
cannot influence followers’ contributions, simply because followers have no decisions to make
after stage two (in the one-shot game).
In stage two, no follower will make a contribution, because αF < 1 and because followers

anticipate that, regardless of their decisions, the leader will contribute zero in stage three.
Finally, in stage one the leader will contribute nothing, because αL < 1 and because the

leader anticipates that, regardless of the leader’s stage-one contribution (and promise, if any),
no follower will make a contribution in stage two.
It follows that for T1 and T2 (in which the leader can make no promise at all) as well as

for T3, T8, T9, and T10 (in which the leader can make only a nonbinding promise), the unique
subgame-perfect equilibrium of the standard model is that all n players contribute nothing.19

Thus, in these treatments each player’s equilibrium payoff equals its endowment zk. Because
αk > 1/n in our design, this subgame-perfect equilibrium is Pareto dominated by the non-
equilibrium outcomes wherein all players contribute their entire endowment. Note that many
such outcomes exist, because the leader can divide its contribution of zL units between stage one
and stage three in many different ways.20

Backward induction shows that in a finitely repeated game, the stage-game equilibrium will
be played in every period. Thus, in T1, T2, T3, T8, T9, and T10 the subgame-perfect equilibrium
in the finitely repeated game is that all players contribute zero units in every period.
Next, turn to the case where the leader’s promise is binding (T4 through T7). For this

case, our experimental design makes it public knowledge that if followers fulfill the leader’s
condition, then the leader’s promise to make an additional contribution in stage three will be
automatically implemented by the computer. In all treatments where the leader’s promise is
binding, cooperative equilibria exist. In particular, the leader can– by choosing its stage-one
contribution and promise appropriately– create a coordination game for the followers. Denote
the leader’s conditional contribution b and its minimum requirement for the followers’average
contribution c∗. Follower i’s return from contributing to the public account will then equal:

ci(αF − 1) if ci < (n− 1)c∗ −
∑
j 6=i

cj

and

ci(αF − 1) + bαF if ci ≥ (n− 1)c∗ −
∑
j 6=i

cj

where cj is follower j’s contribution. Notice that follower i’s return function shifts vertically at
the point where i’s contribution is pivotal for triggering implementation of the leader’s conditional
19What would the leader promise in equilibrium? Because the promise is nonbinding, it is costless to make

any promise as well as to violate it (cheap talk). Any promise is thus consistent with equilibrium behavior.
Experimental evidence suggests that most people do not use cheap talk to mislead others (Ostrom 2000: 141).
20When the leader must choose an integer between 0 and 100 (as in our experiment), exactly 101 such Pareto-

optimal outcomes exist.
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contribution. Denote this point c∗i . The return function is non-negative if c
∗
i (αF − 1) + bαF ≥ 0.

Solving for b gives:

b ≥ (1− αF )

αF
c∗i (1)

When condition (1) holds, a follower has no incentive to deviate unilaterally from c∗i ; hence,
c∗i constitutes a best reply given the other players’ contributions (and the leader’s promise).
Dropping the subscript on c∗, condition (1) gives the combinations of b and c∗ with which the
leader will create a coordination game for the followers. All combinations of follower contributions
that exactly meet the leader’s stated minimum constitute equilibria of the stage 2 game; however,
zero contributions by all players is also an equilibrium. The positive-contribution equilibria
Pareto dominate the zero-contribution equilibrium whenever condition (1) is a strict inequality.
However, zero contribution is the maximin strategy for followers.
Given that the leader sets b and c∗ according to equation (1) and followers coordinate to

meet c∗, the leader’s marginal benefit with regard to c∗ is αL(n − 1) while the marginal cost is
(1−αL)(1−αF )

αF
. Rearranging gives the following conditions for profits to be increasing in c∗:

αL
(1− αL)

>
(1− αF )

αF (n− 1)
(2)

This condition is always satisfied in our experiment. Furthermore, when followers fail to
coordinate, the leader’s marginal benefit and marginal cost with regard to c∗ are both zero.
The leader will maximize its payoff by maximizing c∗ subject to its own budget constraint, the
followers’budget constraint, and the condition in equation (1). Solving yields

c∗ = min

[
zL ×

αF
(1− αF )

, zF

]
(3)

b =
(1− αF )

αF
c∗ (4)

The numeric equilibrium solutions in terms of the leader’s contribution and the required
average follower contributions are listed in Table 2 for the treatments with binding promises.

Treatment Equilibria (cL, c̄F ) Percent of potential
T4 (0, 0) and (100, 66) 74.5
T5 (0, 0) and (100, 47) 60.3
T6 (0, 0) and (150, 100) 90.0
T7 (0, 0) and (200, 94) 96.4

Table 2: Equilibrium leader contribution and equilibrium
average follower contributions in treatments with binding promise
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Note that more than two equilibria typically exist: unless the leader’s condition requires
all followers to contribute their entire endowment, the followers can take on the costs involved
in satisfying the leader’s stated condition in (many) different ways. Given this coordination
problem, it is by no means obvious that the followers will manage to settle on any particular
positive-contribution equilibrium.21 Treatment 6 provides an exception to the multiplicity of
positive contribution equilibria. In this treatment followers are required to contribute their
entire endowment in equilibrium, reducing the number of positive contribution equilibria to one.
To ensure that the positive-contributions equilibrium is strictly Pareto dominant, the leader must
set the ratio of b to c∗ slightly higher than implied by equations (3) and (4).
The last column in Table 2 provides the sum of contributions in the positive contributions

equilibrium, as a percentage of the sum of endowments. This percentage can be taken as a
measure of effi ciency, since the payoffs are increasing linearly in the sum of contributions. As can
be seen, achieving a high effi ciency in public goods provision requires a high leader endowment
and access to a commitment technology.
In our experiment, the costs of public goods provision are linear. In online appendix B, we

explore a model in which costs are increasing in own contributions (e.g., see Barrett 1994; 2002).
We demonstrate that modified versions of conditions (1) and (2) can be satisfied for increasing
marginal costs.

4 Implementation

As explained in the previous section, we ran 10 treatments (including the control treatment).
Each treatment consisted of 16 periods. To avoid “envy effects,” we let each subject act as
leader for four (subsequent) periods. Which subject acted as leader in which four periods was
determined randomly.22

We recruited a total of 408 subjects for the experiment, 176 subjects from the general stu-
dent population at BI Norwegian Business School and 232 subjects from the general student
population at Appalachian State University, Boone. While the empirical record remains thin,
the existing evidence seems to indicate that elites do not differ radically from students in terms
of self regard or strategic reasoning (Hafner-Burton et al. 2014; LeVeck et al. 2014; for more
details, see online appendix A). The number of groups included in a session varied from 3 to 7.
No subject participated in more than one session. We ran a total of 21 sessions for the experi-
ment, striving to balance the US and Norwegian sessions over the 10 treatments. The sessions
were conducted between May 2013 and May 2014.
We implemented a partner design in which the four-subject groups were formed randomly at

the beginning of each treatment and remained constant for that treatment’s 16 periods. Subjects
only received feedback about behaviour in their own group. In each period, all subjects received
information about the leader contribution prior to entering stage 2. After followers had made
their (simultaneous) contribution decisions in stage 2, all subjects were informed about these
follower contributions. When relevant (T2-T10), all subjects were informed about the leaders’
stage three contribution after it had been made. Finally at the end of each period all subjects

21An anonymous reviewer commented that the leader could ensure that the followers do NOT encounter such
a coordination problem, by formulating its conditional commitment on the form: "I contribute an extra amount
of x, conditional on EACH of the other countries contributing an amount of y". While the reviewer is obviously
right, we have never seen a conditional commitment resembling this formulation in the real world.
22Literature on the possible effects of role reversal is scarce; however, the scant evidence that does exist seems

to point in the direction of no significant effect. For example, Hall (2013) finds no significant difference in
behavior between role-reversal and single-role protocols for a trust game. Ball et al. (1991) report a weak
role-switching effect in a bilateral-bargaining experiment. Their interpretation is that role-switching facilitates
improved decision-making (in a game-theoretic sense) because it helps people focus on their adversary’s decisions.
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received feedback in the form of a statistic covering decisions and payoffs in the current and all
previous periods. Subjects’anonymity was preserved throughout.
All sessions were computerized, and the experiment was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher

2007). In each session the administrator, having seated the subjects at randomly drawn cubicles
in the lab, distributed the instructions and read them aloud. Sample instructions and screen
shots are included in online appendix C. The session began after subjects had answered a set of
control questions designed to ensure they understood the payoff structure. Each session lasted
about one hour. In the experiment an Experimental Currency Unit (ECU) was used. The
instructions made the exchange rate from ECU to USD or NOK public knowledge.
Subjects received their earnings in cash and privately, at the end of the session, which lasted

on average around one hour. Subject earnings averaged around USD 40 / NOK 250 in the Oslo
sessions, and USD 24 / NOK 150 in the Boone sessions.23

5 Results

We are particularly interested in how the average follower contributions varies by treatment.
In addition, we study how often the leader creates a coordination game for the followers and
whether followers are able to coordinate by meeting (or exceeding) the leader’s stated condition.

5.1 Average follower contributions

Figure 1 shows the average follower contributions and the average leader contribution for all of
our 10 treatments. Seven main features stand out.
First, the average follower contributions varies considerably across treatments. In particular,

it is more than three times higher in treatment 6 (the maximum) than in treatment 3 (the
minimum). Thus, the variables defining our treatments seem to influence the followers’behaviour.
Second, the average leader contribution also varies considerably across treatments. Thus, the

variables defining our treatments seem to influence the leader’s behaviour as well.
Third, the average follower contributions are positively correlated with the average leader

contribution. This finding suggests that the leader’s behaviour influences the followers’behaviour
(and possibly vice versa).
Fourth, the average follower contributions are not higher in treatments 2 and 3 than in

treatment 1. Thus, giving the leader the opportunity to top up or to top up and make a
conditional promise does not by itself enhance public goods provision.
Fifth, and consistent with the equilibrium of our model, the average follower contributions

are higher in treatments where (1) the leader has a large endowment and (2) implementation
of the leader’s promise is automatic, than in treatments with neither of these two features.
For example, compare treatment 6 (uneven endowment and automatic implementation) with
treatment 3 (even endowment and voluntary implementation). The impact of coordination is
analyzed further below.
Sixth, only one treatment (treatment 6) displays average follower contributions higher than

50% of the endowment. Thus, public goods provision remains moderate even under favorable
conditions.
Finally, the general pattern is that leaders contribute more than half of their total contri-

butions in stage one.24 The exception is when leaders have a higher endowment than their

23Differences in earnings are due to the particular rules of the two labs, reflecting the alternative hourly wage
for a student in the two locations.
24One might wonder why a rational leader would contribute anything at all in stage one. As suggested by an

anonymous reviewer, the motive might be reputation building or a desire to signal a will to cooperate, thereby
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followers and pledges are binding. Under such conditions, at least half of what leaders contribute
is contributed in stage three. This is what one would expect to see if conditional commitments
primarily work for leaders with high endowment and access to a commitment technology.

Figure 1: Average leader and follower contributions by treatment

5.2 Treatment regressions

In this section we analyze our data using a series of regressions, paying particular attention to
interaction effects. In the regressions individual decisions are used as the unit of analysis. We
run the regressions with individual random effects, and cluster standard errors at the group level
to control for within-group interactions.25 The results from the regression analysis are consistent

making the conditional promise more credible. We leave for future research a more in-depth analysis of such
motives.
25We performed a series of robustness tests using alternative model specifications. Using group averages as the

dependent variable (rather than individual decisions), with group random effects and standard errors clustered
on groups, does not qualitatively alter results. Inclusion of fixed-period effects (alone or in addition to random
effects) does not qualitatively alter results either. Again, this holds both for individual decisions and for group
averages as dependents, and for full sample analysis as well as for split sample analysis.
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with the results from non-parametric tests using group level data as units of analysis (see online
appendix D).

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
MPCRs:

Even Uneven
Binding 7.66

∗∗
8.07

∗∗
13.35

∗∗∗
4.10

(3.66) (3.26) (4.58) (3.92)
Endowment 16.91

∗∗∗
10.76

∗∗∗
19.48

∗∗∗
5.24

(3.68) (3.51) (5.32) (4.46)
Returns 1.83 0.59

(3.76) (3.39)
Top up 4.26 3.82

(5.80) (4.85)
Promise -0.71 1.77

(5.84) (5.01)
Lab 12.34

∗∗∗
10.45

∗∗∗
2.40 14.18

∗∗∗

(3.19) (2.84) (5.36) (4.14)
Unconditional cL 0.12

∗∗∗
0.08 0.07

(0.03) (0.05) (0.04)
Lagged cL 0.07

∗∗∗
0.11

∗∗∗
0.06

∗∗

(0.02) (0.03) (0.03)
Constant 14.68

∗∗∗
8.41

∗∗∗
11.25

∗∗∗
20.64

∗∗∗

(3.74) (3.13) (3.65) (4.14)
R2 0.131 0.197 0.295 0.101
Subjects 408 408 160 152
Observations 4896 4590 1800 1710

Table 3: Follower contributions. Random (individual) effects GLS regressions.
(Robust standard errors clustered on groups). *10%; **5%; ***1%.

Table 2 reports the results of four GLS regressions. Model 1 includes our five institutional
variables: Binding (scores 1 if the promise is implemented automatically, 0 otherwise), Endow-
ment (scores 1 if endowments are uneven, 0 otherwise), Returns (scores 1 if MPCR are uneven,
0 otherwise), Top-up (scores 1 if leader can top up, 0 otherwise), and Promise (scores 1 if leader
can make a promise, 0 otherwise). It also includes the control variable Lab (scores 1 for Boone
sessions, 0 for Oslo sessions).
Both Endowment and Binding have a positive and significant effect on average follower con-

tributions. Top-up, Promise, and Returns have no significant effect in Model 1. Lab has a
significant positive effect.
A main finding in the experimental literature on public goods provision is that a significant

fraction of subjects reciprocate the actions of others.26 To account for this behavioural regularity,
Model 2 adds the leader’s unconditional contribution in the current period and the leader’s total
contribution in the previous period as control variables.27 Because data for the leader’s total

26Chadhuri (2011) provides a thorough review of experimental results. Theories of reciprocity are provided in
e.g. Sugden (1984) for public goods games, and in Falk and Fischbacher (2006) for a more general setting.
27Both variables are observable at the contribution stage of followers, and are therefore potentially subject to

follower reciprocation of leader behavior.
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contribution in the previous period is undefined for period 1, the number of observations is lower
for Model 2 than for Model 1. Both additional controls have a positive and significant effect.
Concerning the other variables, the most important change from Model 1 to Model 2 is that
the effect of Endowment declines in magnitude. However, both Binding and Endowment retains
significantly positive effects. Thus, it seems that these two variables’effect on average follower
contributions is partly mediated by the average leader contribution.
Non-parametric tests (see online appendix D) indicate the presence of statistical interaction;

hence, we also analyze our data separately for treatments with even returns and for treatments
with uneven returns. The results are presented in Model 3 and confirm that interaction effects
are indeed present. With uneven returns (αL = 0.64), both Binding and Endowment have only
weak positive effects that are not statistically significant at conventional levels. However, with
even returns (αL = 0.4), each variable’s effect increases by a factor of about three. They also
become strongly significant. Concerning the controls, it is worth noting that Lab is no longer
significant. Finally, R-squared is higher than in any of our other regressions.28

In summary, our regressions confirm that leading by conditional commitment can enhance
followers’ contributions to a public good. They also confirm that this effect depends on the
institutional setting. In particular, leading by conditional commitment is most likely to induce
followers to contribute (more) if the leader has both credibility and ability to influence followers’
payoff substantially, while the benefits from cooperation are shared evenly.29

We summarize these findings in two results:

Result 1 Leadership by conditional commitment enhances public goods provision under some
conditions, yet falls substantially short of solving the collective-action problem faced by the
subjects in our experiment.

Result 2 Endowment and binding promises interact with returns concerning their effect on av-
erage follower contributions.

In all treatments, follower contributions are declining over time, as can be seen in Figure 2.
The steepness of the decline varies by treatment. In every treatment the decline is significantly
different from zero at conventional levels.30 and we find no interaction between treatment vari-
ables and temporal decline (see appendix E)". Hence, it appears that treatments shift the entire
contribution curve vertically while not affecting its slope, which remains negative throughout.
Declining contributions have been documented in countless variants of public goods games, and
is considered a "core fact" (Ostrom 2000).31

28Model 3 includes only the treatments where conditional promises can be made, which excludes T1 and T2.
In the remaining treatments, the variables Topup and Promise are constants (equal to 1), and hence excluded
from the regression.
29At face value the result that pledges only works if leaders have access to a commitment technology might

seem trivial. However, a large experimental literature demonstrates that threats and promises that are non-
credible under assumptions of pure-self regard and rationality, are nevertheless frequently enforced by behavioral
mechanisms (see e.g. the surveys in Chaudhuri 2011, and Fehr and Fischbacher 2005). For such reasons, we
regard the finding that access to a commitment technology is essential for effective leadership as non-trivial.
30Tested by regressing follower contributions on periods as a running variable.
31 It might seem surprising that a significant decline is present even in treatments where leaders can make

binding pledges. We speculate that the observed decay is due to followers reciprocating each other’s declining
contributions, in parallel to what is commonly observed in public goods experiments without a sequential structure
of moves.
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Figure 2: Time-paths of average play by treatment

5.3 Coordination

As shown in Section 4, the leader can– by fulfilling condition (1)– create a coordination game
for the followers, assuming that the leader’s promise is binding. For a target of 100 ECUs in T6
there is only one way to play the positive-contributions equilibrium. In treatments T4, T5, and
T7, the positive-contributions equilibrium requires a lower target and can be played in multiple
ways. Thus, we expect leaders to set higher targets more frequently in T6 than in the other
three treatments with binding promises.
Figure 2 displays the cumulative frequency of targets for the four treatments with binding

promises. As can be seen, higher targets are set on average in T6 than in T4, T5, and T7.
Indeed, while almost 30% of the targets in T6 are 90 ECUs or higher, only 2—12% of the targets
in T4, T5 and T7 are at or above this level.
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Figure 3: Cumulative frequencies of target setting in treatments with binding promises

Do promises work? Figure 3 shows (a) the proportion of rounds in which condition (1) is
fulfilled and (b) the proportion of rounds in which condition (1) is fulfilled and followers meet
or exceed the leader’s stated target. Treatments with nonbinding promises are included for
comparison.
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Figure 4: Light grey bars: the proportion of rounds in which the leader fulfills condition (1).
Dark grey bars: the proportion of rounds in which condition (1) is fulfilled and followers meet

or exceed the leader’s target.

Figure 4 shows that condition 1 is met more often when returns are distributed evenly than
when returns are distributed unevenly (compare T4 versus T5, T6 versus T7, T3 versus T8, and
T9 versus T10). The reason is that condition 1 requires a larger promise-target ratio when returns
are distributed unevenly. The figure also shows that condition 1 is met more often when the
leader’s endowment is large than when it is small (compare T4 versus T6, T5 versus T7, T3 versus
T9, and T8 versus T10). In contrast, whether the promise is binding has no systematic effect on
whether condition 1 is met. However, the fact that equilibria with positive contributions exist
only when promises are binding is reflected in the followers’behaviour: Binding commitments
have a huge effect on whether the followers meet (or exceed) the target (compare treatments
vertically). In addition, the size of the leader’s endowment also affects whether the followers
meet (or exceed) the target. Hence, it seems that the ability to influence followers’ welfare
substantially is important both because it affects the size of the leader’s promise and because it
affects how followers respond. In contrast, credibility is important largely because it generates
equilibria with positive contributions, thereby causing followers to contribute more.

Result 3 Leaders with a large endowment tend to promise more than do leaders with a small
endowment. Followers tend to meet the leader’s condition more often when the leader has
a large endowment and when the leader’s promise is credible.
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5.4 Trade-off in target setting

In our model, the optimal target is a function of the conditional commitment promised, and the
optimal relationship between the two variables varies between treatments, as shown in section 3.
Table 2 lists the theoretical equilibrium values for the two variables across the four treatments
with binding promises. The mean values observed in the same groups are reported in Table 4.
Comparing the two tables reveals that all the observed differences between treatments have the
theoretically predicted sign. WRS tests indicate that most of the differences are significant (at
the 1% level). For conditional promises, theory predicts five pair wise differences. All except
one of these differences are significant (the exception being T6-T7). No difference is predicted
between T4 and T5, and indeed the data shows no significant difference. For the targets, three of
the six predicted differences are significant (T6-T4, T6-T5, and T7-T5). In sum, the variations
across treatments are consistent with theory. However, the results also show that leaders set the
targets too high relative to the conditional promises.32

Treatment Mean conditional promise Mean target
T4 57.7 55.7
T5 61.0 50.9
T6 87.1 70.5
T7 95.1 61.7

Table 4: Mean conditional promises and mean targets in treatments with binding promises

6 Discussion and Conclusions

Our results suggest that two factors influence the prospects for leadership by conditional com-
mitments to enhance cooperation. First, it helps if the leader’s promise is credible, that is, if
followers have reason to believe that fulfilling the leader’s stated condition will cause the leader
to actually implement its promise. Without such credibility, the followers’incentive to fulfill the
leader’s condition is diluted.
Second, it also helps if the leader has a large endowment, that is, if it has the ability to

influence followers’welfare substantially. Indeed, unless the leader has such ability, followers
cannot benefit by joining forces to fulfill the leader’s condition– even if the leader’s promise is
credible. This result suggests that the country most likely to influence others through conditional
commitments is China, whose emissions are roughly three times those of the EU.
Each factor’s effect, however, is present only if the leader does not reap disproportionate gains

from the group’s collective efforts– a result that concurs with previous findings from experimental
work on simultaneous-move public goods games with punishment opportunities. These previous
findings show that effi cient contribution norms do not easily evolve in groups where some members
benefit significantly more from cooperation than others do.
The importance of fairness has long been recognized in the scholarly literature; indeed, sub-

stantial evidence indicates that people might be prepared to make substantial material sacrifices
if they can thereby ensure a fair distribution (Fehr and Gächter 2000). Fairness considerations

32 In online appendix C, we also demonstrate the absence of a hump shaped relationship between Target and
followers contribution. In addition we show that leaders in general prefer to lead by unconditional rather than by
conditional contributions. This preference, however, disappears when leaders are given access to a commitment
technology. Secondly, we show midrange targets are not more effective than high or low targets in generating
follower contributions.
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have motivated scholars working on international environmental agreements to focus on compen-
satory arrangements, such as side deals (Gosnell and Tavoni 2016) and technological or financial
transfers (Aldy and Stavins 2012; Harstad 2012; 2016). In contexts characterized by widespread
heterogeneity concerning endowments, gains, or both, the introduction of such compensatory
arrangements might solve many concerns related to fairness. While compensatory arrangements
are not included in our experiment, our results support the notion that they may play an im-
portant role for boosting contributions to a public good (such as climate change mitigation).
Our results shed light on why the EU’s conditional commitment under the Cancun agreement

largely failed to induce other major emitting countries to reciprocate. As argued by Underdal
et al. (2012: 485), the EU’s conditional promise to raise emissions reductions from 20% to 30%
below 1990 levels was probably credible. However, only about 10% of global emissions come from
sources within the EU countries.33 Thus, the difference between reducing EU emissions 30% and
reducing them 20% corresponds to an additional reduction of global emissions of only about 1%.
It is understandable that other major emitting countries showed little interest in undertaking
substantial and costly additional emissions reductions to secure such a modest global effect. In
addition, these other major emitting countries faced huge coordination problems in fulfilling the
EU’s stated condition. First, the costs of fulfilling this condition could likely be split in many
different ways (however, it is hard to be sure, because the EU’s stated condition was rather vague).
And second, competing norms exist concerning what is a fair division of the required mitigation
burden. Thus, even in the unlikely event that all other major emitting countries desired joint
action to fulfill the EU’s condition, competing contribution norms could easily undermine their
ability to coordinate.
Estimates suggest that the current NDCs under the Paris agreement will — if implemented

— entail substantial reductions in global emissions. As suggested by Carattini et al. (2017),
the many relatively ambitious NDCs may have been facilitated partly by local social norms and
partly by leadership in the form of ambitious pledges submitted early in 2015 by the EU as well
as by some non-EU countries (e.g., Switzerland), perhaps in the expectation that other countries
would reciprocate.34

However, current pledges will unlikely suffi ce to reach Paris’goal of no more than 1.5◦-2◦C
warming, compared to preindustrial times (e.g., see Young 2016). Thus, pledges seem to help but
are unlikely to solve the global climate dilemma. Acknowledging this problem, the Paris agree-
ment created a system for ratcheting up the member countries’NDCs over time. Our experiment
enables us to comment on the likely success of this system. Intuitively, one might expect a system
of pledge-and-review to motivate countries to make deeper contributions over time. However,
our results do not support this conjecture; rather, in our experiment contributions decrease over
periods, just like they do in standard public goods games. Moreover, previous experiments and
simulations suggest that enforcement is required to ensure high or even increasing contributions
over periods (e.g., Ostrom et al. 1992; Aakre et al. 2016; Sælen 2014). However, NDCs are not
subject to enforcement (beyond naming and shaming); indeed, they are not even legally binding.
Despite that Paris requires countries to submit gradually more ambitious NDCs over time, it is
therefore far from obvious that further rounds of pledges will ensure suffi cient mitigation to avoid
“dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system”(UNFCCC 1992). In particular,
one cannot take it for granted that all countries’current and future NDCs will prove credible,
at least not unless a series of technological breakthroughs occur (Narita and Wagner 2017).35

Thus, our results suggest some caution against excessive optimism concerning Paris.
33European Commission (2014).
34Using a sequential public good game with exogenous ordering, Cartwright and Patel (2010) show that actors

who are placed early (enough) in the sequence and expect actors who are placed later in the sequence to imitate
their choice will contribute.
35A country’s ability to commit credibly to ambitious NDCs, for example by way of a strong climate law, may
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Finally, this conclusion is reinforced by yet another finding: Even under favorable circum-
stances, leading by conditional commitments has only a limited effect in our experiment. Indeed,
it comes nowhere near fully solving the underlying collective action problem in any of our treat-
ments. At best, it motivates followers to contribute around half their endowment (on average);
thus, the outcome invariably remains severely suboptimal. However, although our results indi-
cate that leadership through intrinsically conditional commitments cannot overcome the problem
of climate change, they also suggest that such leadership might at least serve as one helpful ele-
ment in a bigger package of measures. A bigger package is exactly what Victor (2011) advocates.
Thus, the parties to the Paris agreement —especially the major emitters —should seriously con-
sider incorporating intrinsic conditional commitments in their future pledges under the Paris
agreement.

Supplementary material

Supplementary material —the online Appendix, the data and the replication files —is available
online at the OUP website.
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